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The Stacey Heart Collection Aug 01 2022 The Stacey Heart Collection is a group of short stories with Stacey Heart staring as the protagonist in all. Stacey portrays numerous different characters in various
situations of life. From an ill little girl on her deathbed, to a futuristic society survivor, Stacey continues to amaze us in her numerous and unique roles. Stacey Heart's persistence, intelligence, maturity, and her
desire for adventure, makes The Stacey Heart's Collection a page-turner.
Bring Me Their Hearts Mar 28 2022 A Goodreads "YA Best Book of the Month" An Amazon "Best Book of the Month: Science Fiction & Fantasy" Zera is a Heartless—the immortal, ageless soldier of a witch.
Bound to the witch Nightsinger, Zera longs for freedom from the woods they hide in. With her heart in a jar under Nightsinger's control, she serves the witch unquestioningly...until Nightsinger asks Zera for a
prince's heart in exchange for her own. But if Zera's discovered infiltrating the court, Nightsinger will destroy her heart, rather than see her tortured by the witch-hating nobles. Crown Prince Lucien d'Malvane
hates the royal court as much as it loves him—every tutor too afraid to correct him and every girl jockeying for a place at his handsome side. No one can challenge him—until the arrival of Lady Zera. She's
inelegant, smart-mouthed, carefree, and out for his blood. The prince's honor has him quickly aiming for her throat. Now it’s a game of cat and mouse between a girl with nothing to lose and a boy who has it
all. Winner takes the loser's heart. Literally. The Bring Me Their Hearts series is best enjoyed in order. Reading Order: Book #1 Bring Me Their Hearts Book #2 Find Me Their Bones Book #3 Send Me Their
Souls
Kaleidoscope Hearts Jun 30 2022 He was my older brother's best friend. He was never supposed to be mine. I thought we would get it out of our system and move on. One of us did. One of us left. Now he’s
back, looking at me like he wants to devour me. And all those feelings I’d turned into anger are brewing into something else, something that terrifies me. He broke my heart last time. This time he'll obliterate it.
Elastic Hearts Jan 14 2021 My first mistake was not sending her away the minute she walked into my office. My second mistake was agreeing to represent her during her divorce. My third was not being able
to resist her when she comes onto me. My fourth can NOT be falling in love with her. I don't care how beautiful, smart and caring she is. It doesn't matter how good she feels pressed up against me. She's my
client. I'm her attorney. This needs to end before it gets any messier.
Shattered Hearts Series: Box Set 1 (Books 1-3) May 30 2022 From best friend to first love… Then, his rock stardom tore them apart. Now he’s back, and her explosive secret threatens their second chance.
The day I meet Chris is like any other day. I’ve been kicked out of yet another foster home. The moment I see the piercing in his lip and the tattoos on his smooth skin, I know I won’t last long here. I’ve never
been so happy to be so wrong. With a patience I’ve never known in my short, tumultuous life, Chris and his mother show me it’s possible to trust again. And when no one’s looking, Chris shows me it’s
possible to feel loved. Unfortunately, he’s my foster brother. I can be kicked out of the only home I’ve ever known if anyone finds out about us. But once I set off to college, Chris and I can finally come out.
And suddenly, hiding our love is the least of our worries when Chris is offered a record deal. Chris is adamant he’ll never leave me. I know he won’t take the deal unless I force him to. I have to do the
unthinkable. I have to do it for him. This boxed set includes three novels from the New York Times bestselling series. The Shattered Hearts series is a steamy and tender rock star romance. ?- Forever Ours (197
pages) - Relentless (262 pages) - Pieces of You (372 pages)
The Risk: A Billionaire Romance (Wagered Hearts Series Book 2) Oct 30 2019 Can you trust your heart when it's always led you down the wrong path? Mel Abelgard’s life is in the dumps. Her job
working for her demanding mother is a nightmare, her boyfriend of over a year has broken up with her, and her life is stuck on standstill. When her best friend announces her engagement, Mel is happy to be the
maid of honor. A wedding might just be the thing to help her out of her funk. What she doesn't expect is to be irresistibly drawn to the best man. Ryan Marsden is back in New York for his best friend’s
wedding. He's a dashing, handsome self made billionaire with a well deserved reputation as a ladies’ man. He has no plans to change his playboy ways, but that all changes when he meets Mel. What started off
as a light flirtation soon turns serious and has Ryan questioning his bachelor lifestyle and experiencing emotions he had long ago buried. Mel's not looking for a rebound relationship. She's still smarting from
her last breakup and is trying to pick up the pieces of her life, but Ryan’s sexy charm might prove to be too hard to resist. Author's Note: THE RISK is a standalone novel, but you may also enjoy reading the
earlier books in the Wagered Hearts Series as well. Wagered Hearts Series Book 1: The Wager Book 2: The Risk Book 3: The Game Book 4: The Player
A Humble Heart: A Hollywood Heart Novel May 18 2021
LGBT+ Pride Flags- The Hearts Collection Oct 03 2022 LGBT+ Pride Flags By LGBT Traveler LGBT+ Pride Flags- The Hearts Collection. From Gilbert Baker's original 1987 flag designed at the request of
San Francisco's Harvey Milk, through today, here is a collection of 34 LGBT+ Pride Flags representing biology, social networking, identity, inclusion and the arts. Other titles in this series feature these original
flags using other art media, like oil paint, finger paint, Pointillism, watercolors, and effective use of items such as Ping Pong balls. The summer months of June-August are typical dates for local Pride Parades
and festivities.
Heart Takes the Stage Apr 16 2021 The first book collection of Heart of the City comics by the strip's new creator, Steenz, who packs the daily comic strip with outstanding art, a more diverse cast of
characters, and engaging, positive storylines about friendship, drama, ghost stories, pop culture, and real-world issues. Heart is a girl with big dreams living in Philadelphia with her single mom. Heart loves
theatre, but like many middle schoolers, she runs into plenty of drama off-stage, too. Luckily she has her two best friends, Dean and Kat, to help. School plays, cliques, and rumours may all take centre stage with real-world family concerns and social issues playing bigger and bigger roles - but together, they can navigate any challenge. In her first year writing and illustrating the longstanding syndicated comic
Heart of the City, award-winning writer/illustrator Steenz creates a diverse, positive, and welcoming tone for the strip that will pique the interest of middle grade readers and provide parents and teachers with
talking points, laughs, and inspiration to dig deeper into their own senses of humour, creativity, and imagination.
Bound Hearts Sep 09 2020 Submission: Ella allows James to stay the week in her new home. James. Dominating. Sexy. Younger. James is determined Ella won't escape him. Seduction: In a bold and risky
turn, Jess dares Terrie to seduce him. Challenges her to accept her needs, to push her own boundaries.
Stories for a Woman's Heart: Second Collection Jul 28 2019 Like the tender and uplifting original edition of Stories for a Woman's Heart, this new collection of stories from the bestselling Stories for the
Heart series will inspire and stir the souls of women. More than one hundred selections -- including many from today's most loved and respected Christian communicators -- offer encouragement on topics such
as friendship, love, virtue, motherhood, memories, and faith. Whether savored in a quiet moment alone or shared with friends and family, these stories provide timeless joy that women are sure to cherish.
Conquered Hearts Nov 23 2021 Emily Murdoch's thrilling historical romances set just after the Norman invasion are now available in one collection. 'Conquered Hearts' includes: CONQUESTS England,
1069. The nation is still recovering from the Norman invasion three years earlier - and adjusting to life under its sometimes brutal new rulers. A young girl trembles in the shadows of what was once her home.
Avis is homeless and penniless, and with no family left alive she is forced to become a ward of Richard, the Norman lord who has taken her home. But when King William decrees that Norman lords must
marry Anglo-Saxon women Avis must make a terrible choice: either marry the repulsive Richard or take a else chance on another Norman, Melville, a man she has never met. Soon she realises that survival in a
time of turmoil and war depends of putting aside the prejudices of the past. And if she can do so, kingdoms and hearts can still be among her 'Conquests'… LOVE LETTERS Having built a rich empire and keen
to win the favour of the royal court, Hilda and Ælfgard have little time for their daughter, Catheryn. But one man, Selwyn, is intrigued by the intelligent and high-spirited girl. Selwyn sends Catheryn a love
letter as a joke, disguising it as though it is from one of her father's thanes. Catheryn is fascinated by the letter, and cannot imagine who would be capable of sending a poem of such imagination and beauty.
When Selwyn offers to help Catheryn identify the mysterious suitor, she accepts, and they start to realise that they have more in common than they thought. Soon, Catheryn finds herself falling in love with
Selwyn instead… But the strict hierarchy of Anglo-Saxon England stands in their way. Selwyn, a steward, could never be considered Catheryn's equal, let alone an eligible suitor. Will they manage to stay
together despite the odds? Or will duty tear Selwyn and Catheryn apart? CAPTIVES Normandy. 1067. Lady Catheryn, an Anglo-Saxon noblewoman, is taken against her will to Normandy after the invasion.
She arrives, a prisoner, at the castle of Lord Geffrei, a ruthless invader who hopes to gain a ransom for her. When Queen Matilda, William the Conqueror's wife, sees her plight, she takes pity on her. Catheryn is
sent to the castle of the noble FitzOsberns – but will her new captivity be any better than the cruelty she faced at Geffrei's hands? She finds her hostess cold and embittered, but when her husband William
FitzOsbern returns from the Conquest, Catheryn's heart is torn by unwanted emotions. She becomes entangled in the quarrels and heartbreaks of her jailers even as she tries to remember her place among them.
Is she falling in love with the man who helped to destroy her homeland? Praise for Emily Murdoch 'An enthralling saga.' - Robert Foster, best-selling author of 'The Lunar Code'. Emily Murdoch is a medieval
historian and novelist. She lives in York. Endeavour Press is the UK's leading independent publisher of digital books.
Heaven's Promise (Haunting Hearts Series, Book 2) Apr 04 2020 In the timeworn pages of a secret diary lies the dark mystery of a woman's soul...and the shining destiny of a woman's heart. It's 1895, forty
years since Susanna Clement's great-aunt disappeared, leaving only a mysterious diary as her legacy, and much to Susanna's annoyance, Julian Kittrick--a dashing, care-for-nothing newspaperman--is creating
new scandal out of old stories. But when the ghost of her great-aunt's beloved fiancé begins making trouble, and memories of her dearly departed ancestor invade Susanna's dreams, she reluctantly teams up
with Julian to free a spirit trapped on earth--and a love waiting to be born. HAUNTING HEARTS SERIES, in order Restless Souls Heaven's Promise Bittersweet Summer Spirit of Love
His Heart's Collection Nov 04 2022 I have been Ron Hardin's pastor and friend for the past twenty-five years and have seen his words come to pass in a remarkable way. God has comforted, encouraged,
directed, rebuked, reproved, prophesied, and edified multitudes (myself included) through Ron's poems. As you get quiet before God and read the poems contained in this book, something amazingly powerful
will occur. God will speak to you right where you are on the subject you most need today. Don't underestimate 'the God factor' in the words because they rhyme. The words weren't selected by a man seeking to
complete a sentence with similar sounding wordage. The words were given by the Spirit of God in this unique form to help you and bless you. Pastor Glen Curry
Hearts in Atlantis Jun 06 2020 King mesmerizes readers with fiction deeply rooted in the sixties, exploring in five interconnected narratives, spanning 1960 to 1999, the haunting legacy of the Vietnam War.
"Engaging . . . King's gift of storytelling is rich".--"The Los Angles Times Book Review".
Thirsty Hearts Series Apr 28 2022 A thirsty heart longs for love—even if its owner doesn’t know it. These heroines and heroes have lost love, troubled love, and new love at their fingertips. This collection
includes all six full-length novels plus three novellas in the Thirsty Hearts series. Charming You, Book 1 (Secrets & Lies): Can she trust the charm of an ambitious man? In their struggle to balance love and

ambition, Micky and Nick will have to decide what they want and at what cost before they lose the one thing that matters. Choosing You, Book 2 (Love on the Rocks): Confronted with the past, their love and
loyalty are tested. Conflict, mistrust, and danger follow fiancés Taryn and Jeff as they try to hang on to the love that brought them together and make it down the aisle. Cherishing You, Book 3 (A Wrong-Sideof-Tracks Love Story): Love springs from passion, but can it withstand the pressures of family, expectation, and the past? Drawn together in a novel passion, can Shannon and Jonah push through the barriers
and find lasting love? Chasing You, Book 4 (A Love Triangle): Afraid to love. Afraid to lose. Adam arrives in Austin spoiling the growing connection between Alexa and Graham. She's finally shedding her
allergy to commitment, but how does she know who's the one? Includes the bonus prequel novella, Her London Fling. Friends with a Tryst, Book 4.5 (A Slow-Burn, Friends-to-Lovers Romance): Erin has
called her brother's college roommate “Brother Luke” for years. Now, they're dancing toward a romantic New Year’s tryst. But once they acknowledge the romantic elephant in the room, will Luke’s brotherly
ways keep Erin at a distance? Enchanting You, Book 5 (Enemies to Lovers): A psychic. A ghost. A hero with a sly secret... Lilith Carver will do anything for her foster sister—even use her mystical gifts to battle
the sexy, enigmatic Jamie Wylde. Equally matched and battling to win, can Lilith and Jamie triumph in love? Two to Tangle, Book 6 (Seasoned BWWM Romance): Delilah Johnston and Griffin Kelso ring in
the New Year with revels and romance. But once the champagne runs dry, their differences—and some scandalous family drama—crash the party. Will their growing love be enough? Or will a disconcerting
secret divide them forever? Includes the bonus prequel novella, Christmas for Two.
Bold Surrender (The Triumphant Hearts Series, Book 3) Dec 01 2019 "This story has everything from pirates and kidnapping to a murder plot, Judith E. French doesn't disappoint." ~Maria, eBook
Discovery Reviewer --Single Woman Overcomes Stereotypes to Manage Plantation in the Early America Romance Adventure, Bold Surrender, by Judith French-- In a time when women are seen and not heard,
Ashley Morgan fights prejudice, nature, pirates, and the British Empire to hold on to her Maryland plantation, and her independence. And if success requires she hire a male overseer to ship her crops to
England, she will find one willing to work for a woman. Brought to America as a bondservant, Scotsman Kelt Saxon has fought his way to freedom. Obtaining a position as plantation overseer was beyond
expectation. Answering to a woman seems beyond possibility, especially a beautiful woman who has already stolen his heart, while refusing to surrender her own. Publisher's Note: An impeccably researched,
masterful work that tells the tale of adventure, strife and romance in the pre-dawn of a new nation. Readers who enjoy quality historical romance by authors such as Colleen French, Christi Caldwell, Lauraine
Snelling, Adriana Trigiani, Mary Balogh, Sabrina Jeffries, Candace Camp and Stephanie Lauens will enjoy this historical fiction series. This story does contain some violent scenes in keeping with historical
accuracy. ". . . the story is so rich in details, the characters so alive, the action so compelling, the romance as hot as it is believable--I liked every bit . . ." ~Melanie S. "What an awesome story, loved it so much
that I finished in one day . . . beautifully written." ~Maria TRIUMPHANT HEARTS SERIES in order Defiant Love Tender Fortune Bold Surrender By Love Alone
Hearts and Bones Sep 29 2019 'Vivid, memorable and beautifully crafted’ - Sarah Moss, author of Summerwater 'A brilliant collection, from a remarkable talent' - Joseph O'Connor, author of Shadowplay
Hearts and Bones is a book about relationships. It explores what love does to us, and how we survive it. A young woman learns to wield her power, leaving casualties in her wake, while a man from a small
town finds solace in a strange new hobby. A watchful child feels a breaking point approach as her mother struggles to keep her life on track, and another daughter steps onto a stage while her family in the
audience hope that she is strong enough now to take on the world. First-time lovers make mistakes, brothers and sisters try to forgive one another, and parents struggle and fail and struggle again. Teenage souls
are swayed by euphoric faith in a higher power and then by devotion to desire, trapped between different notions of what might be true. Quiet revolutions happen in living rooms, on river banks, in packed pubs
and empty churches, and years later we wonder why we ever did the things we did. Set between Ireland and London in the first two decades of this millennium, the stories in Hearts and Bones, Niamh Mulvey's
debut collection, look at the changes that have torn through these times and ask who we are now that we’ve brought the old gods down. Witty, sharply observed and deeply moving, these ten stories announce
an extraordinary new Irish literary talent. 'Highly accomplished, inventive . . . what stands out is Mulvey's command of her own originality' - Irish Times 'Honest, daringly fresh and stunningly written, these
stories cut right to the very essence of what it means to be young’ - Jan Carson, author of The Raptures
Six of Hearts Oct 23 2021 When Jay Fields, world-renowned illusionist, walks into her dad's law firm, Matilda is struck speechless. Not only is he one of the most attractive and charismatic men she's ever met,
he's also a mystery to be solved. Jay wants to sue a newspaper for defamation, but all is not what it seems. Matilda is determined to discover the true story behind Jay, however, when he becomes an unexpected
roommate, she is not ready for how he will wheedle his way into her affections and steal her heart. The man is a mystery wrapped in an enigma, and though she can't yet see the bigger picture, Matilda can't
resist following along for the thrilling and heart-stopping ride.
Renegade Bride (Wild Western Hearts Series, Book 2) Feb 24 2022 Mariah loves her fiancé, Seth Travers. But when Seth leaves to make his fortune in Montana, ahead of her arrival, she starts thinking for
herself. Finally arriving by steamboat, Mariah learns that Seth has taken ill and sent his best friend, Creed Devereaux, to escort her to Virginia City. Mariah wants nothing to do with the rough-edged bounty
hunter who's just killed a half-breed murderer in front of her. But an unexpected detour sends the pair through dangerous mountains... alone. Forced together, their loyalties to Seth are put to the test while their
path converges with a man who has Creed dead in his sights. AWARDS: RITA Nomination, Romance Writers of America REVIEWS: "An action-packed, sensual love story, brimming with danger and peopled
with an unforgettable mismatched couple who overcome all odds to find true happiness." ~Harriet Klausner, Romantic Times WILD WESTERN HEARTS, in series order Holt's Gamble Renegade Bride
Renegade's Kiss Chase the Fire
Hearts Entwined Jul 20 2021 Four top historical romance novelists team up in this new collection to offer stories of love and romance with a twist of humor. In Karen Witemeyer's "The Love Knot," Claire
Nevin gets the surprise of her life awaiting her sister's arrival by train. Mary Connealy's "The Tangled Ties That Bind" offers the story of two former best friends who are reunited while escaping a stampede.
Regina Jennings offers "Bound and Determined," where a most unusual trip across barren Oklahoma plains is filled with adventure, romance, and . . . camels? And Melissa Jagears' "Tied and True" entertains
with a tale of two hearts from different social classes who become entwined at a cotton thread factory. Each tale is a fun blend of history and romance that will delight readers.
Heart and Brain Aug 21 2021 Boasting more than two million pageviews per month, TheAwkwardYeti.com has become a webcomic staple since its creation in 2012. In addition to tons of fan favorites, Heart
and Brain contains more than 75 brand new comics that have never been seen online. From paying taxes and getting up for work to dancing with kittens and starting a band, readers everywhere will relate to the
ongoing struggle between Heart and Brain.
Pack Darling Part Two Dec 25 2021 After a disaster of a first heat, I’m ready to swear off alphas and escape to a cabin in the woods. My body has other plans. Now that I’m awakened, I can’t survive another
heat alone. Problem is, I hate alphas, hate packs, and really super hate the so-called mates I can’t forgive and can’t forget. Now my biological clock’s ticking too fast to handle, and I can’t wait on Wyvern
Pack to figure out their damage. I’ll take care of my own needs. And if you can’t give me what I want, then get out of my way. Because this omega bites back. ? Burn: Medium ? Heat: High (spicy MM +
MMFMMM scenes) ? Alert: Growly alpha males, no shifting ? Warning: Contains MM content, frequent cursing, references to past assault that may be disturbing, and a few alphaholes who need to grovel for
redemption.
Holly's Heart Collection Two Jun 26 2019 Thirteen-year-old Holly is dealing with the major concerns of every preteen and teenage girl: boys, family, and school. But with the help of her friends and her faith
in God, Holly is able to survive her first boyfriend and her first breakup, a crush on her student teacher, and a new baby sister "invading" her house. Volume Two presents Second-Best Friend; Good-Bye
Dressel Hills; Straight-A Teacher; No Guys Pact; and Little White Lies.
The Medieval Hearts Series Jun 18 2021 The complete medieval romance series by a New York Times–bestselling author who “creates magic” (Lisa Kleypas). In this pair of unforgettable romances set in
fourteenth-century Europe, the New York Times–bestselling author and RITA Award winner once again proves “no one—repeat no one—writes historical romance better than Laura Kinsale” (Mary Jo Putney,
New York Times–bestselling author). Special to these ebook editions, each novel is presented in two versions, the first re-creating Middle English dialogue with deep period detail, the second reworked by the
author to be a tighter read, with more modern words for dialogue. Whichever you decide to read, you’ll come away agreeing with New York Times–bestselling author Julia Quinn: “Laura Kinsale’s work is
unfailingly brilliant and beautiful.” For My Lady’s Heart: With Princess Melanthe di Monteverde widowed, a political marriage would tip the balance of power to any kingdom that possessed her. Determined
to return to England alive and unwed, she hides behind a mask of witchery. Protecting her is Ruck d’Angleterre, a chivalrous knight who never wavers—and the only man Melanthe wishes could lift the veil of
her disguise. He once desired her, but now his gaze reveals distrust. As they flee her enemies, Melanthe’s impossible love for the knight only grows . . . Shadowheart: As the last unmarried princess of
Monteverde, Elayne is trapped when her hand is promised to the land’s ruler. But on the voyage to meet her betrothed, she is captured by a pirate, Allegreto Navona—and soon finds her captor impossible to
resist. Trained as an assassin, Allegreto is the bastard son of an ambitious lord who raised him to murder for control of Monteverde. If Allegreto can make Elayne his wife, the country will be his. But she is no
mere maiden to be possessed. As he finds himself falling in love with her, Elayne will prove his greatest challenge . . .
Bittersweet Summer (Haunting Hearts Series, Book 3) May 06 2020 For Sale: One American Castle (ghost included) According to local lore, Crowfoot Castle in Bittersweet, New York, is haunted. It's not
the castle ghost who's unnerving the new owner, Indian War veteran Tobias Rakes--but the beautiful housekeeper, Genevieve Crowfoot. Genevieve knows she should leave Tobias to the mercy of the castle
ghost. But when she spies the tenderness beneath his haughty eyes, she refuses to abandon him, and stays on as his housekeeper. Now, Genevieve faces a new invisible force--a love that'll strike like summer
lightning. But first, she and Tobias must survive the shadowy assailant who intends to do more than just run them out of the castle. REVIEWS "A jocular blending of supernatural elements within an angstladen historical romance." ~ Harriet Klausner HAUNTING HEARTS SERIES, in order Restless Souls Heaven's Promise Bittersweet Summer Spirit of Love
Pack Darling - Part One Nov 11 2020 After surviving childhood at the snooty, stuck-up boarding school for budding omegas, I have everyone convinced I'm a dud. My awakening? Never gonna happen. Heat,
mates, and a fairytale pack life? Maybe next reincarnation. All I want is to be left alone. I'm invisible, headed to a blissful solo future until the Wyvern Pack destroys my dream of independence. Atlas, Hunter,
Finn, Jett, and Orion are poison candy. They don't want an omega, but they need one, even if there'll never be a real spot for me in their pack. Who needs a pack? I'll keep myself safe, same as always. I'll never
awaken, and I'll never ever give the Wyverns my heart... Because all they'll do is rip me apart. ? Burn: Slow ? Heat: Med/High (spicy MM + MMMMM scenes) ? Alert: Growly alpha males, no shifting ?
Warning: Contains MM content, frequent cursing, and references to past assault that may be disturbing. Author not responsible for ugly crying. Wait for Part 2 if you need the HEA.
For My Lady's Heart Mar 16 2021 A princess sparks devotion in a chivalrous knight in this medieval romance by a New York Times–bestselling author who “creates magic” (Lisa Kleypas). With Princess
Melanthe di Monteverde widowed, a political marriage would tip the balance of power to any kingdom that possessed her. Determined to return to England alive and unwed, she hides behind a mask of
witchery. Protecting her is Ruck d’Angleterre, a chivalrous knight who never wavers—and the only man Melanthe wishes could lift the veil of her disguise. He once desired her, but now his gaze reveals distrust.
As they flee her enemies, Melanthe’s impossible love for the Green Knight grows. Ruck has remained chaste for thirteen miserable years, since his wife entered a nunnery, continuing to honor their marital
vows. In that dark hour, when the church stripped him of his spouse and his possessions, the princess secretly came to his aid with two emeralds. Her safety is his duty, yet his heart is not pure. Each time he
gazes upon Melanthe’s sable hair and twilight eyes, he wants more Showcasing Laura Kinsale’s gift for bringing unforgettable characters to life on the page, For My Lady’s Heart is yet another winner from
the author of Flowers from the Storm, chosen as one of the “Greatest Love Stories of All Time” in a poll of Washington Post and Glamour magazine readers.
The Open Hearts Series: The Truth About Love Mar 04 2020 This short freestyle poetry book shows the true feelings and romance between two human souls. It shows what you will experience when you
are in love with someone and it's such a beautiful experience. It's breathtaking. It's magical! Check out the next book to the The Open Hearts Series: The Darkest Hours! Available soon!
Holly's Heart Collection Three Jul 08 2020 Thirteen-year-old Holly is dealing with the major concerns of every preteen and teenage girl: boys, family, and school. But with the help of her friends and her faith
in God, Holly is able to survive her first boyfriend and her first breakup, a crush on her student teacher, and a new baby sister "invading" her house. Volume Three features Freshman Frenzy, Mystery Letters,
Eight is Enough, and It's a Girl Thing.
Shining Hearts Sep 02 2022 Featuring more of the wonderful artwork of Japanese pinup artist and character designer Tony Taka! Shining Hearts: Collection of Visual Materials gathers the beautiful artwork
from the third installment in the Shining spinoff series. The book includes full-page pinups, character designs, rough sketches, and interviews with the creators behind the SEGA video game.
The Sound of Us Sep 21 2021 This romance from the author of Geekerella and Heart of Iron is the hilarious and heartwarming story of a classic-rock girl and a pop-star boy . . . America's favorite pop band,
Roman Holiday, is done, dead, and so totally last year. For eighteen-year-old rockoholic Junie Baltimore, this is music to her ears. But when she discovers their sexy ex-lead singer hiding out on the boardwalk,
her summer vacation becomes the cover story of the year. She's willing to keep him a secret, but when a sleazy paparazzo offers her the cash she needs to save the bar her father left behind, could she sell out for
the chance to save her future? Who is she kidding? That's a no-brainer...but she never planned on falling head over heels for the lead singer.
Atlas of the Heart Oct 11 2020 #1 NEW YORK TIMES BESTSELLER • In her latest book, Brené Brown writes, “If we want to find the way back to ourselves and one another, we need language and the

grounded confidence to both tell our stories and be stewards of the stories that we hear. This is the framework for meaningful connection.” In Atlas of the Heart, Brown takes us on a journey through eightyseven of the emotions and experiences that define what it means to be human. As she maps the necessary skills and an actionable framework for meaningful connection, she gives us the language and tools to
access a universe of new choices and second chances—a universe where we can share and steward the stories of our bravest and most heartbreaking moments with one another in a way that builds connection.
Over the past two decades, Brown’s extensive research into the experiences that make us who we are has shaped the cultural conversation and helped define what it means to be courageous with our lives. Atlas
of the Heart draws on this research, as well as on Brown’s singular skills as a storyteller, to show us how accurately naming an experience doesn’t give the experience more power—it gives us the power of
understanding, meaning, and choice. Brown shares, “I want this book to be an atlas for all of us, because I believe that, with an adventurous heart and the right maps, we can travel anywhere and never fear
losing ourselves.”
Heart of the Home Postcard Collection Dec 13 2020
Tender Fortune (The Triumphant Hearts Series, Book 2) Jan 02 2020 "Fast paced, high adventure and a sizzling romance, Tender Fortune keeps the reader gripped from page one." ~Margaret Watkins,
eBook Discovery Reviewer --The Son of an English Lord Turns American Smuggler and Falls In Love With an English Fugitive Hiding in the Colonies in the Historical Romance High Adventure,Tender
Fortune, by Judith French-- As Charity Brown glides down the grand staircase of Maryland's finest estate, no one suspects she is an escaped prisoner of the Crown, sentenced to 30 years slave labor. Charity's
plan: secure her new-found identity and her future with a good marriage. Then Jamie Drummond arrives. Masquerading as a dissolute son of an English lord, Jamie is a smuggler on the run who can offer
Charity nothing... except a passion that sets her ablaze. Surrendering to desire could send them both to the gallows. But rolling fate's dice and shedding their masquerades may well earn a bounty far greater than
either imagined, if it does not first burn their hopes to ashes. Publisher's Note: An impeccably researched, masterful work that tells the tale of adventure, strife and romance surrounding the birth of a new nation.
Readers who enjoy quality historical romance by authors such as Colleen French, Christi Caldwell, Lauraine Snelling, Adriana Trigiani, Mary Balogh, Sabrina Jeffries, Candace Camp and Stephanie Lauens
will enjoy this historical fiction series. ". . . full of a rich history of colonialism, so many superb and endearing characters from "Father Brady" to Aunt Elizabeth to Lord Beauford, and action packed dangerous
adventures." ~Sharon Thomas "Trials and tribulations. Ups and downs. The characters keep you guessing and have multiple OMG moments as well as "are you kidding me"." ~Michelle Maynard
TRIUMPHANT HEARTS SERIES in order Defiant Love Tender Fortune Bold Surrender By Love Alone AWARDS: Career Achievement Award for American Historicals, Romantic Times Best Historical
American Romance of the Year, Affaire de Coeur
Hugs for the Heart Aug 09 2020 Collects fifty inspirational short stories by such authors as Ravi Zacharias, Patsy Clairmont, Zig Ziglar, Max Lucado, and Billy Graham.
Crimson Heart Feb 12 2021 Elena has spent her entire life hiding her family name while walking the thin line between lady and servant in a Protestant household. She has kept the secret of her lineage for
years, but with a new, fiercely Catholic queen on the throne, Elena's Protestant caretaker is being targeted. And when Bloody Mary discovers Elena's true identity, she must flee to Scotland to save her life.
Highland warrior, Searc Munro, has secrets of his own. In a family of healers, his dark, killing magic must never be known. When his father's life is threatened, Searc unleashes his lethal power to save him.
With his clan's suspicious glances and whispers plaguing him, he sets off alone, only to find another use for his magic in saving a beautiful lass being attacked in the forest. Teaming up as exiles, Elena and
Searc head toward Edinburg to find refuge. Yet, with a series of ritual killings haunting the city and a traitor attempting to assassinate Scotland's regent, suspicion turns to Searc. As word of another British heir
reaches the country, the two must learn to trust each other if they want to live. The Highland Hearts series can be read out of order, but is best enjoyed in order. Highland Hearts reading order: #1 Captured Heart
#2 Tangled Hearts #3 Untamed Hearts #4 Crimson Heart #5 Highland Heart
Town Social (The Homespun Hearts Series, Book 2) Feb 01 2020 Stuck playing sheriff in Liberty Flats, Jake Cameron impatiently waits for headquarters to assign a permanent lawman so he can return to his
life as a Texas Ranger. Then Sunny Fannin sashays into town, intent on claiming her late-mother's estate and bullying the townsfolk into some semblance of social culture. At least now, Jake has something
interesting to watch. But, Sunny has no use for a lazy Texas Ranger who spends his days watching the folk from beneath his tipped-down hat. She's on the hunt for her scoundrel of a father, who left her mother
to raise her alone. Then the town's orphaned ragamuffin, who's been Sunny's yammering shadow since her arrival, begins talking-up Jake's 'better' side including the Ranger's ability to protect Sunny from
danger. Can the wisdom of a child overcome the obstacles keeping two opposites from attracting? Only if Jake is willing to help Sunny by betraying a perilous secret. REVIEWS: "...a fun-to-read western
romance filled with elements from the mystery genre that make it a very interesting reading experience." ~Harriet Klausner "[the] small town folksiness and caring will surround you with warmth. Sunny and
Jake are living proof that opposites attract." ~Frances L. Trainor, Romantic Times Magazine THE HOMESPUN HEARTS SERIES, in order Tennessee Waltz Town Social Winter Dreams
Paper Hearts Jan 26 2022 I lost her. No, I didn't lose her. I threw her away. She was my best friend. I was never supposed to fall in love with her. I was careless. She was heartbroken. I thought I was doing fine.
But here she is, years later, forced to work with me, reminding me why I fell in love with her in the first place. And this time I'm going to do everything in my power to never let her go.
Graceful Hearts Aug 28 2019 Graceful Hearts presents the two captivating novels in #1 New York Times bestselling author Nora Roberts's Bannion series together in one beautiful new volume. Reflections
Lindsay Dunne has devoted her whole life to ballet, pushing herself and her students to achieve the perfect beauty the craft requires. She loves her career, helping ballerinas grace the stage, and has never found
her lack of a loving relationship to be a sacrifice. Until she meets Seth Bannion, the guardian of Lindsay’s most gifted protégé. An architect with his own ideas of the girl’s potential, Seth challenges Lindsay’s
tutoring, opening her eyes to the possibilities of a future beyond dance—and opening her heart to the possibilities of love. Dance of Dreams Five years have passed since prima ballerina Ruth Bannion joined the
company founded by Russian choreographer Nikolai Davidov. Five years of intense training that brought her into the spotlight, earning her audience appreciation and Nikolai's admiration. Now they are equals,
starring in a sensual ballet that will inspire Ruth to break through Nikolai’s reserves so they can finally share their hearts’ desires for one another. Previously Published
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